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A cool mix of progressive soul and eclectic funk with smooth, groovy vibes. 15 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

Funk, SPOKEN WORD: With Music Details: Kofy Brown is a musician, singer, spokenword artist and a

songwriter. The music is a gratifying mix of cool soul, eclectic funk and moving lyrics. This free spirited

sound bends musical categories and expectations. Her 6th release, "LOVE WARRIOR" is a moody

collection of progressive soul music. This follows the underground success of Area 32 released in 2001,

however, 2004 finds Kofy Brown in a much more relaxed state of mind. Since 1992, Kofy Brown has been

a true warrior for the independent music scene. Kofy's previous releases include; 1992 "She's Butta",

1995 "Live  Delicious", 1997 "Hungry", 1999 "Skinny  Tight", 2001 "Area 32" and now the May 18, 2004

release of "LOVE WARRIOR". What a run from the underground hip-hop soul legend Kofy Brown! Some

of Kofy Brown's credits include a 2001 nomination for best R&B album of the year, California Music

Awards; MTV Commercial Promo "SNITCH" 1999  2000, songs on numerous independent films, Gypsy

Boys, The Real Thing and the Showtime documentary Butch Mystique and the PBS documentary,

"Breaking the Glass" to name a few. Kofy Brown has been written up in several regional and national

magazines including the Vibe Magazine and USA Today as one of today's emerging artist. She has also

been featured at the prestigious North Sea Jazz Festival in the Netherlands, and many other European

and US festivals. Kofy is an authentic talent who sings, raps, produces and writes all of her own music.

She also plays keyboards, bass and drums. Kofy's voice is velvety and deep with an undercurrent of

staccato urgency. It mesmerizes her audiences while simultaneously sending her message loud and

clear. "I want people to feel good when they hear us play, or at least feel something.....music to me is

about how it makes you emote as a person, that's where I'm coming from as a performer and songwriter"

Kofy Brown is one of those rare artist with universal appeal. With heartfelt songs and an electrifying stage
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show, Kofy Brown has seduced audiences around the world with her unifying message of peace,

purpose, hope and love. Kofy Brown- Love Warrior forever!
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